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 Lot Description AUD USD 

 

356 

Clarke's Fairy lamp. Doulton Burslem floral 
patterned base with US patent number. 
Unusual 2 tier design. Complete with 
Queen's Burmese glass shade & original 
Clarke's pyramid candle.  

AUD 850 $595 

 

357 
Fairy lamp. Queen's Burmese pink & yellow 
glass shade. Clarke's clear glass base with 
well & original candle.  

AUD 420 $294 

 

358 
Two (2) Fairy lamps. Queen's Burmese 
glass shades on Clarke's 'Cricklite' clear 
glass bases.  

AUD 260 $182 

 

359 
Two (2) Fairy lamps. Queen's Burmese 
glass shades on Clarke's clear glass bases.  

0 0 

 

360 
Two (2) Fairy lamps. Different sizes. 
Queen's Burmese glass shades on Clarke's 
clear glass bases.  

AUD 440 $308 

 

361 

Clarke's crystal & glass Fairy lamp. Four 
branch banquet lamp with diamond cut 
crystal shades, brass mount on a flared cut 
crystal base. Glass cups & brass mount all 
showing maker's name. An impressive 
original piece.  

AUD 
3000 

$2,100 



 

363 

Fairy lamp. Hobnail clear glass long-stem 
base with mottled green Vaseline glass 
shade. Complete with Clarke's candle, 'The 
Burglar's Horror!' 

AUD 240 $170 

 

364 
Two (2) Fairy lamps. Green Nailsea glass 
shades on Clarke's clear glass bases. 

AUD 320 $226 

 

365 
Victorian Fairy lamp. White & pink cased 
glass shade with matching base, hand 
painted with foliage & butterfly. 

AUD 200 $141 

 

366 
Victorian Fairy lamp stand. Set of 3 
matching blue satin glass shades & bases, 
mounted on a leaf shaped mirrored base. 

AUD 800 $566 

 

367 
Two (2) Fairy lamps. Victorian Vaseline 
glass, one pink, one green. Sitting on 
matching bases, triangular leaf shaped feet.  

AUD 300 $212 

 

368 
Pair of Fairy lamps. Victorian blue swirling 
marbled glass shades on matching bases. 

AUD 550 $389 

 

369 
Pair of Fairy lamps. Victorian cross hatched 
& fluted blue satin glass shades on matching 
bases. 

AUD 320 $226 

 

370 
Pair of Fairy lamps. Victorian cross hatched 
& fluted green satin glass shades on 
matching bases. 

AUD 450 $318 



 

371 
Pair of Fairy lamps. Victorian cross hatched 
& fluted satin ruby glass shades on 
matching bases. 

AUD 380 $269 

 

372 
Four (4) Clarke's 'Cricklite' Fairy lamps. 
Clear glass shades with gilt metal mounts on 
Clarke's bases. 

AUD 320 $226 

 

373 
Pair of Fairy lamps. White satin glass 
conical shades on matching bases.  

AUD 160 $113 

 

374 
Fairy lamp. Victorian satin finished ruby 
glass with turned-in pie crust top shade. 
Flared crimped matching base. 

AUD 320 $226 

 

375 
Fairy lamp. Tall opaque cream/amber shade 
on Clarke's clear glass base 

AUD 360 $255 

 

376 
Fairy lamp. Victorian white satin glass 
shade with pie-crust rim on matching base. 

AUD 180 $127 

 

377 
Three (3) Fairy lamps. Green, blue & ruby 
glass shades on Clarke's clear glass bases. 

AUD 420 $297 

 
378 

Three (3) Fairy lamps. Cranberry, amethyst 
& ruby glass shades on Clarke's clear glass 
bases. 

AUD 200 $141 

 
379 

Three (3) Fairy lamps. Ruby glass with 
matching base. Blue hobnail glass with 
matching base. Unusual opaque crackle 
glass shade on Clarke's clear glass base.  

AUD 300 $212 



 
380 

Three (3) Fairy lamps. Victorian blue satin 
glass shades. One on matching base, the 
others on Clarke's clear glass bases. 

AUD 500 $354 

 

456 

Two (2) Victorian glass bowls. One pink 
cased glass comport on silver plated foot. 
The other a green Nailsea glass with applied 
scalloped rim.  

AUD 600 $424 

 


